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WAGONS HO!
The Skatch family uses a unique three-part wagon as they take in the Farmers Market at Exhibition Park Saturday morning. The
popular market attracted hundreds of customers. Vendors, who were offering fresh produce, reportedly sold out early.  

THREE PROVINCES AGREE ON NEW
REGULATIONS BUT

STANDARDIZATION IS STILL FAR
FROM COMPLETE
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F
or Alberta truckers, it removes a few more
bumps along the way.

More consistent rules for large commercial
vehicles come into effect Friday across British
Columbia, Alberta and Saskatchewan. There’s still
disagreement on some standards, however, and
officials hope to announce more steps toward
harmonization next summer.

“Different standards, rules and regulations in
each of our respective provinces create costly
inefficiencies for shippers and ultimately, their
customers,” says Luke Ouellette, Alberta’s
transportation minister.

Manitoba has also expressed interest in the
“New West Partnership” initiative, officials add. It’s
hoped other territories and provinces might also
get onboard.

Efforts to standardize trucking regulations began
more than 40 years ago, officials point out, as
trucks began hauling more cargo than railways.
More recently, premiers of the three westernmost
provinces called for greater efforts at making them
uniform.

Says Ouellette, “Harmonizing trucking
regulations helps move people and goods more
efficiently, and  contributes to continued
economic growth and prosperity for our three
provinces.”

In Lethbridge, however, an expert says there’s
still a long way to go before transport companies
can operate with one set of rules — even in these
three provinces.

The latest agreement covers steering axle
weights, pilot cars for oversized loads, length and
width limits for tracks and tractors, and roadside
enforcement. Inspectors will try to co-ordinate
their enforcement blitzes for greater impact.

Alberta Transportation says there are still policy
differences on oversized loads, however, as well as
on how often vehicles should be inspected for
compliance with the National Safety Code. And
while British Columbia has adopted the national
standard on how many hours of service a driver
can put in without rest, Alberta and Saskatchewan
have not.

Issues involving  “turnpike doubles,” “Rocky
Mountain doubles” and very heavy loads also
remain unresolved.

“We’re certainly not holding our breath,” says
Mike Weir, vice-president for regulatory
compliance at H&R Transport Ltd. “We’re
challenged every day moving across states and
provinces.”

The large Lethbridge-based company hauls
goods across North America, and Weir says it still
faces a maze of rules and regulations despite years
of attempts to find a level playing field.

“One North American standard is something
we’re all looking for,” though Weir admits he isn’t
optimistic. 

“These types of conversations have been going
on for a long time,” with limited success. “It might
never happen.”

While permits and permissions can usually be
arranged over the Internet today, he says, drivers
still have to pull over and wait for authorization far
too often. That wastes time and energy — just as
reduced weight restrictions do in other locations.

“It all leads down to the consumer,” Weir says.
In the end, it’s the shippers and customers who

pay for the inequity and inefficiency.
“This has been an ongoing thing for years and

years.”

New truck
rules roll
into place

MAKING
A SPLASH
German
Shepherd
“Timber” shakes
off water after
swimming to
shore at
Henderson Lake
during a training
session for the
Canadian Search
Dog Association
Saturday. Highly-
trained search
dogs are trained
to locate human
remains that are
in the water
from either a
boat or as a
shoreline search. 
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SPECIAL OLYMPICS WILL BENEFIT
FROM TOUGH ASSIGNMENT
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Six Lethbridge regional police officers will take
teamwork to a different level next weekend when
they enter a 27-hour endurance race in the Crowsnest
Pass.

The group will form a relay team for the Sinister
Seven, a seven-stage ultra-marathon covering 146-
kilometre July 9-10 through the Seven Sisters
mountain range. It’ll be a race against time —
competitors must complete it within 27 hours — but
the team of officers will also be running to raise
money for Special Olympics.

“I’ve been an avid runner for quite a few years and
thought it would be a great challenge to do an
adventure race through the mountains,” said Const.
Trevor Sheppard, who will be taking part along with
Const. Rod Pastoor, Const. Rick Semeniuk, Const.
Nathan Shenton, Const. Blaine Stodolka and Const.
Amy Toews.

Although Sheppard will be running two nighttime
legs of the race, he said Toews likely will have the
toughest assignment running a 35-km leg, the longest
of the race.

“I’m running two legs, but it’s only going to be
about 25 km. But running at night is going to be a big
challenge because I’ve never had to run through the
mountains at night with the use of a headlamp,” he
said.

Although Stodolka stays fit by going to the gym, he
said distance running will be a new experience.

"I’ve never tried anything like this before. Last year,
five officers went and ran the Death Race (near
Grande Cache) for Special Olympics. They came back
and wanted to do something like that again, so they
picked the Sinister Seven, and they needed another
teammate so they asked me,” he said.

“I’m not an avid runner like the rest of the team is
so I’ve been training the last six months to just get
prepared for hills and cross-country terrain,” he said.

Each officer has committed to raising at least $500
for Special Olympics, which offers sport programs in
more than 30 Alberta communities for those with
intellectual disabilities. The organization is the
charity of choice for law enforcement in the province.

Anyone wishing to make a donation is asked to
contact Sheppard at 403-635-3553 or Stodolka at 403-
892-3911.

Officers tackling
endurance test

INTERNET WILL BE
UTILIZED TO SPREAD

THE WORD ABOUT
DANGERS
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The province is rolling out a
new alert system to keep
Albertans informed during
emergencies and is urging
municipal staff in communities
across the province to get
trained how to to use it. 

The current alert system,
which has been in place for the
past 19 years, distributes
emergency messages through
radio and television. The new
system, called Alberta
Emergency Alert, will expand
the alerts to the Internet so
residents can find out via social
media and a government
website, accessible on mobile
devices, about potentially
dangerous situations and how
they can protect themselves.

The provincial government is
set to spend about $784,000 on
the new system this year,
including training for some 900
muncipal officials across
Alberta who have already
registered to learn how to use
the system this summer. 

The city of Lethbridge’s
emergency services co-
ordinator and fire chief, Brian
Cornforth, has not yet been
trained on the new system. But
he said he welcomes any effort
to keep residents safe. 

“The idea is that if we know of

imminent danger, either
through hazardous materials,
chemical release, major fire,
environmental weather
conditions that mean people
need to seek safety, we can
activate the system for their
notice and give them
information,” he said. “Anything
that expands the ability to alert
the community during a
disaster or major emergency is
critical. It’s just a direct benefit
to the safety of our community
that we are able to alert people
and give them specific
instructions of how they may
prevent harm or injury to
themselves,” Cornforth added. 

As the provincial department
of Municipal Affairs completes
tests of the new system through
the summer, it may also send
out alerts with the older radio-
based system in case of
emergency, said Wendy
McGrath, a spokesperson for
the department. 

“What’s important for
Albertans to understand is that
regardless of which alert they
hear, they need to listen to the
instructions and respond
immediately and
appropriately.”

Although the Alberta
government has come under
fire for its disaster preparation
programs in the wake of a forest
fire that spread through Slave
Lake so quickly in May that
some residents received no
notice of it until the town was
already burning up, McGrath
said the new alert system has
been in the works for “quite
some time.”

Residents can sign up to
receive emergency alerts at
www.emergencyalert.alberta.ca

New alert system
being launched
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THE PAUSE THAT REFRESHES
Zane Murdoch and Ryan Kanashiro man their iced tea stand as
customer Travis Borthwick heads back to work with a beverage in hand
on the southside. The pair of smart, young entrepreneurs set up their
stand next to a watermain repair site, offering to keep the city work
crew hydrated on the warm summer afternoon.


